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Abstract
Oxidation is one of the most employed methods to improve titanium and its alloys properties
especially due to medical application. This process like most of the thermochemical treatment
processes substantially influences on the characteristic of surface layers and the same on its
mechanical and useful properties. Oxide coatings produced during titanium oxidation were examined
due to their composition identification. Titanium was oxidized in fluidized bed in temperature range
between 500÷700°C. Microstructures of titanium with a visible oxide coating on its surface after
thermochemical treatment and changes of grain size in core of titanium samples are described.
Moreover Xray phase analysis of obtained oxides coatings was made as well as microhardness
measurements of titanium surface layers after oxidation process. Finally, the surfaces of titanium
after oxidation in fluidized bed were measured by Auger electron spectroscopy. All research results
are used to built numerical model of oxidation process in fluidized. Titanium oxidation process in
fluidized bed is very complicated, because changes of parameters are non linear characteristics. This
fact and lack of mathematical algorithms describing this process makes modeling properties of
titanium elements by traditional numerical methods difficult or even impossible. In this case it is
possible to try using artificial neural network. Using neural networks for modeling oxidizing in
fluidized bed is caused by several nets' features: non linear character, ability to generalize the results
of calculations for data out of training set, no need for mathematical algorithms describing influence
changes input parameters on modeling materials properties.
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Introduction
In last years technical progress caused that materials, which are used in constructions, must be
changed for more prospective and useful materials. Very often requirements for construction
materials are high strength with low weight, as well as good corrosion resistance in very aggressive
environments. At the same time biomedicine is intensively developing in the field of reconstruction
of damaged anatomical structures, and after it goes a need of searching new, better biomaterials,
among other things for implants [1], or improving methods to receive better properties of known in
this field materials [2]. Secondary hip joint arthroplasty needs the massive and frozen bone grafts and
metal stabilizers in the form of nets and baskets, which strengthen and fasten the bone defects [3].
Stabilizers protect the graft against excessive overload occurring in its surrounding, especially during
heal process [4]. These elements are working in very aggressive environment, which is human body,
and they should have good corrosion resistance and biocompatibility, what can be bettered by using
proper heat treatment.
One of the new methods of improving increasing corrosion resistance and tribological properties
is surface hardening of implants by oxidation.
High oxygen affinity to titanium makes that this material is very easy, even at room temperature,
covered with oxide coat (TiO2), which is stable and very adherent to the surface, however the coating
is very thin. At high temperatures titanium oxidizes very fast, and it results in thicker, but often
porous or cracked and not enough adherent to the surface oxide layer. The trend is to combine
advantages of high and low temperature oxidizing of titanium using for that reason various treatment
methods.
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